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MyOra Crack For Windows is an easy-to-use, snappy piece of software that provides users with the possibility to monitor their
Oracle database and fast, to run queries, and to view info on the database's performance in real time. The application does not
require installation and users can take advantage of is capabilities by extracting the content of the downloaded archive and
running the included executable file. MyOra comes with a MDI (Multi Document Interface) framework designed to handle
multiple sub-windows that have been opened at the same time. Moreover, the software comes with support for multiple
connections to the same database or to a different one. The program provides users with the possibility to open the desired
number of Performance Monitors, Session Managers, or SQL Editors and can view all of them on the program's main window,
organized either horizontally or vertically. With the help of MyOra, users can take advantage of real-time performance
monitoring capabilities using graphs and charts. Moreover, they can use interactive 3-D bar charts to view the top 5 SQLs or top
5 Resources. The software comes with a number of six interactive graphs designed for monitoring database activity. It also
includes tablespace used/free pie charts, session monitoring, and an SQL Editor with auto complete features. Related software
solutions for "MyOra": Oracle BI Accelerator for Oracle Database 11gR1 MyOra Key Features: - Monitor your database
instances - Perform a variety of SQLs - Auto fill - Easy to use - Responsive interface - Free demo - Remote databases
monitoring - Network monitoring - SQL Editor - Interactive performance graphs - Load monitoring - Tablespace monitoring Session management - Database monitoring - Free - 3D bar charts - Measure SQLs - Interactive performance graphs - Database
monitoring - Graphs - Open multiple windows - Monitor your databases - Load monitoring - Tablespace monitoring - Session
management - SQL Editor - Visualization - Internet download - Internet streaming - SQL editor - Auto-fill - Interactive
performance graphs - Load monitoring - Tablespace monitoring - Connections - Network monitoring - Graphs - Query window
- Multi windows support - Measure SQLs - Multiple connections - SQL editor - Tablespace monitoring - Visualization - SQL
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Editor - Basic - Auto-complete - Auto-complete - Multiple connections - Multiple

MyOra Torrent (Activation Code) Free Download PC/Windows
MyOra is an easy-to-use, snappy piece of software that provides users with the possibility to monitor their Oracle database and
fast, to run queries, and to view info on the database's performance in real time. The application does not require installation
and users can take advantage of is capabilities by extracting the content of the downloaded archive and running the included
executable file. MyOra comes with a MDI (Multi Document Interface) framework designed to handle multiple sub-windows
that have been opened at the same time. Moreover, the software comes with support for multiple connections to the same
database or to a different one. The program provides users with the possibility to open the desired number of Performance
Monitors, Session Managers, or SQL Editors and can view all of them on the program's main window, organized either
horizontally or vertically. With the help of MyOra, users can take advantage of real-time performance monitoring capabilities
using graphs and charts. Moreover, they can use interactive 3-D bar charts to view the top 5 SQLs or top 5 Resources. The
software comes with a number of six interactive graphs designed for monitoring database activity. It also includes tablespace
used/free pie charts, session monitoring, and an SQL Editor with auto complete features. Price License File Size Free 1.24 Mb
Free 1.24 Mb Paid 1.24 Mb MyOra is an easy-to-use, snappy piece of software that provides users with the possibility to
monitor their Oracle database and fast, to run queries, and to view info on the database's performance in real time. The
application does not require installation and users can take advantage of is capabilities by extracting the content of the
downloaded archive and running the included executable file. MyOra comes with a MDI (Multi Document Interface)
framework designed to handle multiple sub-windows that have been opened at the same time. Moreover, the software comes
with support for multiple connections to the same database or to a different one. The program provides users with the possibility
to open the desired number of Performance Monitors, Session Managers, or SQL Editors and can view all of them on the
program's main window, organized either horizontally or vertically. With the help of MyOra, users can take advantage of realtime performance monitoring capabilities using graphs and charts. Moreover, they can use interactive 3-D bar charts to
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======================================= MyOra is an easy-to-use, snappy piece of software that provides users
with the possibility to monitor their Oracle database and fast, to run queries, and to view info on the database's performance in
real time. The application does not require installation and users can take advantage of is capabilities by extracting the content
of the downloaded archive and running the included executable file. MyOra comes with a MDI (Multi Document Interface)
framework designed to handle multiple sub-windows that have been opened at the same time. Moreover, the software comes
with support for multiple connections to the same database or to a different one. The program provides users with the possibility
to open the desired number of Performance Monitors, Session Managers, or SQL Editors and can view all of them on the
program's main window, organized either horizontally or vertically. With the help of MyOra, users can take advantage of realtime performance monitoring capabilities using graphs and charts. Moreover, they can use interactive 3-D bar charts to view the
top 5 SQLs or top 5 Resources. The software comes with a number of six interactive graphs designed for monitoring database
activity. It also includes tablespace used/free pie charts, session monitoring, and an SQL Editor with auto complete features.
Main Features: ======================================= - Customize the application's window size - Load up to 6
Performance Monitors, 6 Session Managers, or 6 SQL Editors - Switch among Performance Monitors, Session Managers, or
SQL Editors quickly - Use the Help file and/or the online online manuals - View the program's graphical reports - Use the
interactive 3-D bar charts to view the top 5 SQLs or top 5 Resources - Use the Interactive menus and the keystrokes for simple
operations - Connect to a single database or multiple databases - Export to Microsoft Excel for further analysis - Real-time
database monitoring and activity graphing - Open/Save/Load a report - Automatic detection of Oracle and PC databases Session/Connection manager for every user - Connect to a single or multiple database and run multiple queries - Presets for
Performance Monitors, Session Managers, and SQL Editors MyOra is an easy-to-use, snappy piece of software that provides
users with the possibility to monitor their Oracle database and fast, to run queries, and to view info on the database's
performance in real time. The application does

What's New In?
Multiple monitors can be easily managed within a single window, plus a monitor can be closed and re-opened. MyOra can also
analyze data on a large number of servers, on a single server, or on specific databases, so you can easily drill down into a
specific issue. MyOra provides users with an interactive query performance monitor that includes a number of widgets and
graphs that help to understand your Database or ORACLE environment. The program is extremely easy-to-use, which means
that no training is required. MyOra can also analyze data from the servers, your databases or specific tablespaces to obtain
detailed stats of your servers, your databases, or your specific tablespaces, as well as compare those stats to your best
configuration. With the help of MyOra, users can take advantage of a number of real-time interactive graphs, and charts. The
application will automatically find the best suitable Graph based on the data being analyzed, the date range, or the time periods.
Exclusive PRO/ENGINEER benchmark The program is completely compatible with all databases that use the Oracle/Sybase
ODBC driver, which makes it very useful for those using Microsoft Access as their database client. The benchmark generates
information about the performance and status of SQL-PLUS and SQL-PLUS/UI on your database. To begin with, the
benchmark can be used to help you quickly determine the performance of your database and SQL-PLUS in general. At the end
of the benchmark, it is important for you to compare the total time taken to run the benchmarks. Excellent SQL editor The SQL
editor that comes with MyOra has a number of functions that make it easy to analyze any database, including Oracle, SQLPLUS, SQL-Plus, SQL Developer or SQL*Plus. MyOra provides you with excellent real-time SQL editors, with auto complete,
that automatically find the best suitable SQL editor based on the selected database. In-depth analysis of performance MyOra
allows users to understand the performance of their databases and to run queries to understand what causes the problems. The
program can help users to:
&#
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System Requirements For MyOra:
Recommended: Minimum: OS: Windows XP Windows XP Processor: AMD Phenom II X4, 3.2GHz AMD Phenom II X4,
3.2GHz Graphics Card: NVIDIA GTS 450, 1GB NVIDIA GTS 450, 1GB RAM: 1GB 1GB HDD: 4GB Windows XP Processor:
AMD Phenom II X3, 2.8GHz AMD Phenom II X3, 2.8GHz Graphics Card: NVIDIA GTS 450, 1GB NVIDIA G
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